
9/10/2017 – Reese’s Peanut Butter Cups – “Reese’s Fu” – :30 TVC 
 
INT: A classic Japanese dojo filmed through a 1970s movie lens.  
 
We open on a classic Japanese dojo. The film quality should be reminiscent of the Kung 
Fu movies of the 1970s.  
 
SFX: A few introductory notes are played on a Japanese three-stringed guitar, and a 
single note is played on a gong. The gong resonates quietly in the background.  
 
CUT TO: Three ninjas burst into the dojo through the windows. Broken glass falls onto 
the floor, and the ninjas perform daring gymnastic feats, doing split jobs, front tucks, 
back layouts, and an aerial (no hands cartwheel) as they enter.  
 
CUT TO: Low angle show of the ninjas inside the dojo. Once they hit the floor inside the 
dojo, they put on a brief clinic and move through a Kamae No Kata (pattern of stances): 
Doko, Kosei, Ihen (hidari), Hoko, Kongo Gassho, and Ichimonjl. They move quickly 
through these moments. 
 
SFX: Whooshing sounds from their quick hand movements. Please refer to this YouTube 
video for an example: https://youtu.be/bneM5z0aueM  
 
The ninjas freeze in their final pose and briefly survey the room for enemies. They stand 
statuesque, and their eyes move rapidly around in their sockets.  
 
The camera spins around in a fluid motion 180 degrees. Bruce Lee kicks his way through 
the back wall of the dojo. With the assistance of sophisticated computer-generated 
imagery (CGI), we can make Bruce Lee appear real, as though this is lost footage of a 
film he shot in the ’70s.  
 

BRUCE LEE: 
WHAA-TAAA! 

 
Lee takes a few jogging steps out into the dojo, then stands his grand. The camera zooms 
in tightly on him and the frame freezes.  
 
Although his fighting style Jeet Kune Do, the fighting uniform that Lee often wears in his 
movies is a traditional Chinese Tai Chi two-piece set: a loose-fitting, white cotton shirt 
with frog buttons and a mandarin collar. The pants are black. His shoes are Kung Fu Tai 
Chi.  
 
SFX: A loud gong crash. Traditional Japanese music (Shosa-ongaku) begins playing. The 
musical notes follow the paces of the ensuing fight scene (the action and lulls between 
Bruce Lee and the ninjas). For an example of the music I mean, please refer to the first 
minute of this video: https://youtu.be/O9_xFTPQUqM  
 



CUT TO: A close shot of a ninja’s hands. The ninja pulls a four-pack of Reese’s Peanut 
Butter Cups from his sleeve. He slides it out quickly, then uses two fingers to remove a 
Reese’s cup from the open package. We have a very good shot of the front of the package 
and the exposed Reese’s cup.  
 
CUT TO: Various, tight, action-packed shots of the ninjas impressively tossing multiple 
Reese’s cups at samurai around them room. The action is tightly choreographed. It is one 
part gymnastics tumbling and one part ninjutsu.  
 
CUT TO: Elevated shot of the ninjas splitting up and moving to various points in the 
room around Bruce Lee. Some leap into the air doing traditional ninja moves 
(specifically, one ninja does a leaping tiger kick). As they go, the ninjas begin to throw 
Reese’s Peanut Butter Cups like Shuriken (throwing stars) at Bruce Lee. 
 
SFX: Reese’s cups begin to cut through the air. Whiff! Whiff! Whiff! Whiff! 
 
Bruce Lee immediately begins to use his bare hands and knees to block the Reese’s cups.  
 

BRUCE LEE: 
Wuh! Wuh! Wuh! Wha-TAA!  

 
SFX: Whip, slap, belt, and punch sounds. The kind used during Bruce Lee’s classic fight 
scenes. As Reese’s cups are deflected, these sounds are generated. (In other words, the 
sounds are synced to Lee’s deflecting movements – specifically, the moment of impact 
when he connects with each Reese’s cup.)  
 
CUT TO: A ninja does a back handspring and throws two Reese’s cups – one from each 
hand. Bruce Lee stands ready, fists in the air. With a stern look on his face, he deflects 
both Reese’s cups, and they crumble in the air.  
 

BRUCE LEE: 
Dah! Dah! 

 
SFX: Whip! Crack! 
     
CUT TO: A ninja rolls across the floor towards Bruce Lee. He attempts to sweep Bruce 
Lee’s legs twice, but Lee jumps over him both times, then blocks three Reese’s cups that 
the ninja throws at him. The ninja is crouching near the ground only a few feet from 
Bruce. 
 

BRUCE LEE: 
WHA! TU! FAHH! 

 
SFX: Crack! Crack! Crack! 
 



CUT TO: a ninja throwing a Forked Lightning kick at Bruce from one side and a ninja 
attempting an Iron Fist punch followed by a Tiger’s Paw punch. He finishes with a Cobra 
Strike Punch. Bruce easily blocks the moves coming from both ninjas. Finally, the first 
ninja stops kicking and begins doing back tucks away from Bruce Lee. The second ninja 
stops punching and does several back handsprings away from Bruce Lee. The two ninjas 
are moving in opposite directions, so the camera zooms out quickly and follows them 
both as they go. Bruce Lee remains in the middle, unmoving. Once they have distance 
between them, the characters all stop and do Kamae No Kata (stances). The ninjas and 
bruce alternate smoothly through Shizen No Kamae, Doko No Kamae, and Kosei No 
Kame. Bruce’s last stance is Gassho no Kamae (a centered prayer position, hands folded 
and looking down).  
 

BRUCE LEE: 
Woooooo… 

 
SFX: A quiet moment. And then sudden action, the shosa-ongaku music kicks back in 
and strings are plucked very quickly on Japanese guitars. Bruce begins making his 
famous fighting noises again.  
 
As the action begins again, the camera zooms back in very quickly on Bruce Lee. The 
ninjas all rush him, running quickly in his direction from all sides and throwing as many 
Reese’s cups at him as they can. Their attack is fierce and unrelenting.  
 

BRUCE LEE: 
WHA-TA! FA! WAHH! KAIII! 

 
Bruce Lee successfully blocks, deflects, or otherwise destroys every Reese’s cup that is 
thrown at him – except for the last one. The one that gets him appears very large at the 
bottom of the frame, and as the camera zooms in, we have an Extreme Close Up of the 
Reese’s cup spinning on its way. The camera zooms in more quickly than the ninjas can 
reach him, but it stops short of Bruce by only a few feet. Once the camera is close to 
Bruce and all of the ninjas are cropped out, the Reese’s cup keeps spinning and flies 
directly into Bruce’s open mouth. It takes Bruce Lee totally by surprise. His eyes go 
wide, and his head reels back.  
 

BRUCE LEE: 
WHAAAAAA – mmfff! 

 
SFX: Cut all sound. No sounds at all except the ones that Bruce is making with his 
mouth. 
 
Bruce Lee immediately swallows the Reese’s cup.  
 

BRUCE LEE: 
Gulp! 

 



Upon ingesting the Reese’s cup, Bruce’s outfit and the scene changes. He appears as he 
does on the t-shirt that Robert Downey, Jr., made famous in 2015: 
https://katethegreatcomics.squarespace.com/s/bruce-lee-t-shirt-color.jpg  
 
INT: An American nightclub shot through the lens of a smoky ’80s filter. 
 
The camera zooms out quickly to see Bruce Lee spinning records like a Kung Fu DJ! Lee 
is scratching records and dropping the beat on a dubstep remix of shosa-ongaku music. 
The lights drop off, and we see a pit of people in front of Bruce’s turntables. He’s no 
longer in the dojo; he’s in a nightclub with neon lights, smoke, and young people waving 
their hands in the air and dancing to the music. He’s no longer in the cheesy ’70s; he 
skipped ahead ten years to the cheesy ’80s! 
 
SFX: Dubstep and scratching records. Scritch scritch! Squaaa! Werp werp! WARBLE 
WHAA! 
 
The camera begins to slowly zoom back in on Bruce Lee as he spins two records 
impressively, hypnotically. When the nightclub around him is cropped out and only DJ 
Bruce remains, a white flash on the screen freezes the scene. 
 
SFX: Snapping a picture (traditional Kodak camera sound), followed by total silence. 
  
We zoom out a final time to see Robert Downey, Jr., wearing the image on a gray t-shirt: 
https://katethegreatcomics.squarespace.com/s/robert-downey-jr-bruce-lee-tshirts.jpg   
 
INT: Swanky Manhattan apartment. Modern day.  
 
Downey, Jr., is sitting on a very nice, contemporary staircase in a modern Manhattan 
apartment. Mark Ruffalo is sitting on the stairs beside Downey, Jr. Mark Ruffalo is not 
wearing graphics on his clothing; he is dressed business casual.  
 
Downey, Jr., and Ruffalo are eating Reese’s cups. Each man is holding a four-packs of 
Reese’s. We are struck by how quiet this scene is (there is no background music, no 
sound effects). This scene is well-lit with natural light, which makes it a clean, bright, 
sobering scene, a stark contrast to the action, soundtrack, and darker colors in the scenes 
leading up to this point.  
 
With a Reese’s cup in his hand, Ruffalo gestures toward the image of DJ Bruce Lee on 
the t-shirt that Downey, Jr., is wearing. 
 

MARK RUFFALO: 
That’s Photoshop. 

 
ROBERT DOWNEY, JR.  

(speaks directly after Bruce, too quick to agree): 
Okay. 



 
MARK RUFFALO: 

Because there’s no way that – 
 

ROBERT DOWNEY, JR.: 
Alright. You’re probably right. 

 
MARK RUFFALO: 

That can’t be how that picture was taken. 
 

ROBERT DOWNEY, JR.: 
Of course not.  

 
MARK RUFFALO is speechless. He sits staring at Robert Downey, Jr., completely 
incredulous. He’s waiting for Downey, Jr., to tell him that he’s yanking his leg.  

 
ROBERT DOWNEY, JR. 

(furrows his brow): 
Preposterous. Improbable. Completely unlikely. 

 
MARK RUFFALO: 

Stop it. 
 

ROBERT DOWNEY, JR.: 
What? 

 
CUT TO: An orange screen. The characters continue to talk over a Reese logo.  
 

MARK RUFFALO: 
That’s not real! 

 
ROBERT DOWNEY, JR.: 

I... probably agree! 
 
 


